Abstract: We introduce a new realization of continuous-variahlc quantum computation using number and phase operators. A proposed physical rcalization is givcn in terms of microwave cavities, coupled via a standard Kerr optical nonlinearity.
Summary
The use of continuous-variable (CV) quantum computing allows information to he encoded and processed much more compactly and efficiently than with discrete-variable (qubit) computing. That is, with CV realizations, one can perform quantum information processes using fewer coupled quantum systems:
a considerable advantage for the experimenial realization of quantum computing. The current proposed realization of CV quantum computation employs position eigenstates as a computational basis; these states are approximated in experiment using highly squeezed states. We introduce new CV representations. where the generalized Pauli group is generated by the number and phase operators for harmonic oscillators, and the computational basis is given by either harmonic oscillator energy eigenstates or phase eigenstates. This representation is obtained formally by taking the d-m limit of a qudit, the &dimensional generalization of a qubit. As a result of this welldefined limiting procedure, this realization of CV quantum computation is applicable to the physically realistic situation of finite phase resolution and an energy cutoff, where d is considered large hut not infinite.
We propose a physical realization of CV quantum computation in coupled harmonic oscillators with a coupled system of nonlinear microwave cavities as a specific example. State preparation and endoscopic measurement in a niicrowave cavity [6,7] are used to create initial quantum states for computing, as well as for nicasureinent of the final states. We establish a SUM gate. which serves as the CV analogue of the CNOT gate; this SUM gate employs a f' optical nonlinearity and is quite different in operation fi-om the SUM gate suggested [ 1 ] for the position eigenstate computational hasis. This new approach has the advantage over position-eigenstatc CV computation in that the computational basis states, for large hut finite d, arc well-defined and obtainable, and do not require "infinite-squeezing" of Gaussian wavepackets.
To describe CV quantum computation, one requires an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space SEC The riuntlxr representation of the generalized Pauli group for CV quantum computation is given as follows. Define the computational basis to he the harmonic oscillator energy eigenstates It is possible to construct another representation which is "dual" to the number representation. For this representation, we define the computational basis states to he eigenstates of the phase operator; i.e., phase eigenstates. The gerleralized Pauli group is equivalent to that given above hut in the dual representation; i.e., with
This representation is referred to as the phnse representation.
To perform universal CV quantum computation [ The oscillator along the horizontal axis serves as a ''bus'' interacting with any of the other cavities I through N via a SUM interaction of the type described above. Note that the control qudit for the sum operation must be encoded in the number state basis, and the target qudit must be in the phase state basis. Thus, the Fourier transform operation is a vital component to performing SUM operations using this bus.
In summary, we present a new form of continuous variable computation in terms of number and phase operators, and describe a realization in terms of coupled microwave cavities using linear optical elements, optical squeezing, and nonlinear Kerr media. This new approach has the advantage over position-eigenstate CV cornpiitation in that the computational basis states, for large but finite d, are well-defined and obtainable, and do not require "infinite squeezing" of Gaussian wavepackets.
